POS

#

DC

26

Scout Name (Last, First)

Prospect (Last, First)

Simchick, Kelsey

Williams, Cary

PLAYER INFO
TEAM

DRAFT YR – ROUND – TEAM

Philadelphia Eagles

2008 – 7 – TEN

DATE OF BIRTH (AGE)

COLLEGE

December 23, 1984 (29)

WASHBURN (KSWA)

PRO POSITIONS

FLAGS

DC

N/A

BEST

Athletic Ability, Aggressiveness, Shedding Blocks

WORST

Tackling in Space, Mental Errors

Veteran DC who relies on AA, physicality, and competitiveness. Good in man coverage and
PROJECTION performs well in simple zone concepts. Good be a starter on a team that will use him in specific
ways.

MEASURABLES

Tapes Viewed

Height

Arm

6010

N/A

Weight

Vertical

190

32.5"

Speed

Pro/3 Cone

4.43

N/A

2013 PHI at WAS
2013 PHI vs. SD
2013 PHI vs. DAL
2013 PHI at GB
2013 PHI at MIN

SUMMARY
7th year DC from a D-II school who aligns primarily on the right side. Displays good length with solid speed and
smooth hips. Able to play balanced and shows good explosiveness and acceleration. Plays like he has a chip on his
shoulder and is very aggressive in contact with opponent. A competitor who finishes on most plays and has the
mental toughness to bounce back after a blown assignment. Shows good strength for a DB and is able to consistently
shed blocks and gain leverage on the ballcarrier. Able to seal the edge and uses good technique along with his size
and strength to rip through a block. Is very physical at the LOS and uses arms to knock WR off route while using
quick feet to stay parallel to the LOS. Show excellent ability in mirroring receivers in confined spaces and keeps hips
open for quick COD. Is able to stay over top of a receiver in zone and has a quick and smooth zone turn. Shows great
ball tracking and hand-eye coordination in zone coverage and has soft hands to come up with INTs. Allows big
physical WRs to release inside in press coverage and doesn't have the burst to recover in time to make a play on the
ball. Can get a little high in his BP, slowing his transition to break on a route. Uses trail technique rather than
recognizing routes and will bite on double moves. Labors to keep up with faster WRs on vertical routes. Has
difficulty with locating the ball in Man while he has his back to the QB and doesn't get his head around. Is slow to
react to complex formations and can struggle in picking up the right man in bunch formations. Will miss his
assignment in zone coverage, failing to release WR inside to pick up a back/TE in the flat. Takes poor angles to the
ballcarrier and is easily fooled in space. Displays poor technique in preparation of a tackle as he fails to chop his feet
and gets out of position. Overall, a DB who can be a starter in simple schemes where he can use his AA and toughness
to beat WR rather than having to make proper reads in a complex zone scheme. His leadership and competitiveness
will find him a place on a team but his reliance on AA is concerning for an aging player in the long-term.

